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1 Executive Summary 
Pacio’s research1 shows that accounting and management deficiencies are costing the world the 
order of $25 trillion annually in crime, opportunities lost, and excess expenses. It is estimated that 
that large figure will increase still further to $29 trillion by 2028 without help from Pacio. 

The knowledge and experience of the Pacio Team have enabled Pacio to see how to bring these costs 
under control and reduce them hugely, thereby providing trillions of dollars in annual economic 
benefits to the world. The key elements, as described in the Pacio WhitePaper, are: 

• Triple Entry Accounting (TEA)2 to supersede the 500 year old Double Entry Accounting system, 
which despite its universal use to record business and governmental activity, is subject to 
manipulation (fraud), and needs expensive regulators, intermediaries, and trusted third parties eg 
banks, and auditors to function. TEA will reduce the fraud, costs, and intermediaries need. 

The potential of TEA to help has been recognised3 yet it is not in use because the means to do so 
has not been available. Pacio is fixing that. 

• The management system TARI®4 integrated with TEA and process mining operating in real time 
can massively improve business and national productivity, and thus help generate the wealth 
needed to tackle the world’s challenges. 

• The Tender distributed ledger technology (blockchain) system being developed by Pacio to 
implement TEA and TARI on a world scale will also enable low cost safe transfers of money or any 
digital asset using just a phone with no intermediaries involved, to the benefit of all, especially the 
currently unbanked, making mobile money a reality for everyone. 

These Pacio systems will become an integral part of the evolving world. 

Helping to prevent fraud and cybercrime will assist in maintaining confidence in the digital age, and 
in seeing that the benefits reach the total population. One example of that is the implementation of 
UBI (Universal Basic Income) schemes, which the advent of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and robotic 
systems will prompt in ever more countries. Secure, fraud resistant systems (based on TEA by Pacio!) 
will be necessary for UBI schemes to work. 

Another example is the trend towards a 4 day working week. TARI® will help to make this possible for 
more businesses and people, as per TARI® Explains 4 Day Working Week Trial Results. 

A recent (from November 2022) fraud example that TEA could have prevented is the FTX Alameda 
collapse which destroyed $20+ billion in stakeholder value and caused a $220 billion drop in crypto 
market capitalisation, plus a string of bankruptcies with more expected. Millions of people are being 
hurt by this fraud. TEA would have helped prevent this ongoing disaster through greater 
transparency so that any interested party could have seen what was going on, and by preventing 
cover ups of breaches of governance such as the Almeda “back door” around even the pitifully weak 
regulatory oversight of FTX. 

In total, the economic benefits to be provided to the world by TEA, TARI, and Tender amount to 
trillions of dollars annually, which will help the world cope with the big challenges of climate change, 
ageing or declining populations, and the impact of AI and robotics on work and society. 

By delivering these benefits Pacio can become a multi-billion dollar company worth hundreds of 
billions and generate thousands of percent returns for investors. 

 

1 Section 2 Accounting and Management Deficiencies Cost 
2 Triple Entry Accounting is described in the Pacio WhitePaper section 5 Triple Entry Accounting - TEA  
3 See the Most Important Invention in the Last 500 Years 
4 TARI® is a management methodology described in the Pacio WhitePaper section 6 Target Average Rate Index - TARI® 

https://pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
https://pacio.io/2023/03/07/tari_explains_4_day_working_week_trial_results/
https://hackernoon.com/why-everyone-missed-the-most-important-invention-in-the-last-500-years-c90b0151c169
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2 Accounting and Management Deficiencies Cost 
Pacio estimates that the 2023 opportunity losses and costs resulting from current accounting, 
management, information technology, and payment deficiencies, or of crime not prevented because 
of the deficiencies, are of the order of $25 trillion, derived as follows: 

a) Losses from Lack of Knowledge: Losses and missed opportunities flowing from decision-making 
based on inaccurate and inadequate data are felt by every single business, no matter its size or 
sophistication. The losses are huge given that TARI has been shown to provide an average 
improvement in unit output of 40+% boosting net profit by an average of 96%5. A cautiously low 
estimate of the losses in the light of those TARI experience is 10% of GDP or $9 trillion in 2023 
when world GDP is expected to be of the order of $90 trillion. 

b) Corporate Fraud: Existing double entry accounting systems are open to manipulation resulting in 
corporate fraud reputed to be of the order of $4 trillion6 in 2018. By 2023 the amount at risk is 
greater but the $4 trillion figure has been used here. 

c) Corruption: A 2018 United Nations Security Council meeting on corruption report7 included “… 
the global cost of corruption is at least $2.6 trillion, or 5 percent of the global gross domestic 
product (GDP.)” 5% of the 2023 GDP would be $4.5 trillion.  

d) Cybercrime: Cybercriminals take advantage of current weaknesses to steal large amounts. A 
World Economic Forum article8 says “From 2019–2023, approximately $5.2 trillion in global value 
will be at risk from cyberattacks”. That article quotes another estimate9 of $450 billion in 2017, 
growing to $6 trillion by 2021. For the estimate here the $6 trillion figure has been used. 

e) Accounting Inefficiencies: Current accounting and audit processes are inefficient and becoming 
ever more burdensome with increasing regulatory requirements. A PWC report10 quotes a median 
cost of 1.56% for business with revenues of less than $1 billion, which is most businesses. The 
percentage is much higher than that for SMEs. At 2% the 2023 cost is $1.8 trillion, of which at 
least 50% could be saved by having better systems = an inefficiency or waste cost of $0.9 trillion. 

f) Excess Payment Fees: Payment revenues (fees) totalled $2 trillion11 in 2019, though fees vary 
widely per transaction, from zero to 6.75% for global remittances12 on average in 2020, and as 
much as 15% in some cases. With the advent of better payment tech, at least half of such revenue 
or $1 trillion is likely to be seen as excessive. 

Those estimates sum to $25.4 trillion, rounded down to $25 trillion for use here. 

The five years hence 2028 annual opportunity losses and costs estimate without help from Pacio to 
bring the situation under control is $29 trillion based on a world GDP that is 117% of the 2023 value. 

 

5 Dr Keith Cleland: Results flowing from the application of TARI® to 700+ businesses engaged in Manufacturing, Trades, 

Services, Retail, Wholesale, Trucking etc, indicate an average improvement in unit output of 40+% boosting net profit by an 
average of 96%. 
6 2018 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse page 8 
7 United Nations: Global Cost of Corruption at Least 5 Per Cent of World Gross Domestic Product 
8 World Economic Forum: This is the crippling cost of cybercrime on corporations 
9 Cybersecurity: Fighting a Threat That Causes $450B of Damage Each Year [in 2017] 
10 PWC 2019: Your finance function is ready for change, are you? 
11 McKinsey & Company October 2020: Accelerating winds of change in global payments 
12 The World Bank: Remittance Prices Worldwide September 2020 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/acfepublic/2018-report-to-the-nations.pdf
https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/sc13493.doc.htm
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/11/cost-cybercrime-cybersecurity/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/cybersecurity-fighting-450b-damage/
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/assets/2019-ffg-modern-finance-fe-benchmarking-campaign.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/accelerating-winds-of-change-in-global-payments
https://remittanceprices.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/rpw_report_september_2020.pdf
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3 Pacio Contribution 
Pacio will contribute to fixing the deficiencies in the following ways: 

a) Lack of Knowledge Loss: Pacio’s TEA real time systems with TARI® will permit application of TARI 
by all businesses. The potential is huge given that TARI has been shown to provide an average 
improvement in unit output of 40+% boosting net profit by an average of 96%13. 

Each 1% of the total loss/opportunity missed that is saved/grasped represents $90 billion. 

The human and social benefits from reducing business failures will also be substantial as 
bankruptcies cause immense stress and societal problems in addition to financial losses. 

b) Corporate Fraud: TEA removes threat vectors by making fraud harder to perpetuate and easier to 
detect if criminals do try. Every one percent not lost equals $40 billion. 

c) Corruption: TEA will not help fight street level cash bribery, but it can help at Government level, 
just as for corporate fraud. Each percent saved is $45 billion.  

d) Cybercrime: TEA with its immutable, secure, encrypted data will help to combat some forms of 
cybercrime, including ransomware or other attacks on financial data. Entity and user universal 
digital Ids in all TEA and transfer transaction, plus TEA messages to replace many emails, will help, 
including by reducing phishing and spam. Each percent saved will be worth $60 billion. 

e) Accounting Inefficiencies: Pacio’s TEA will provide great accounting and audit efficiency 
improvements. A total of 50% reduction should be possible at full implementation. That would be 
worth $450 billion, or $9 billion for each percent. 

f) Excess Payment Fees: This is a field attracting many players as the price gouging by the 
incumbents is so obvious, but Pacio can contribute via Tender zero fee transfers especially with 
the integration with TEA for the record keeping. Each percent saved equals $10 billion. 

Pacio’s potential contribution to fixing the 2023 opportunities missed and the costs resulting from 
accounting, management, information technology, and payment deficiencies, or of crime not 
prevented/reduced because of the deficiencies, totals $254 billion per percent saved/grasped. 

How Pacio will make these contributions is described in the Pacio WhitePaper. 

Pacio needs to capture as value only a small percentage of that contribution to become a highly 
successful company in both financial and social good terms. 

The Pitch Deck provides an overview of what it is all about. 

4 Business Plan Goals 
The goals of this business plan are: 

• By 2028 enable businesses, governments, and individuals to realise 2% per annum of the 
contribution Pacio can make which would be worth $595 billion (2 * 254 * 117% re 2028 vs 2023) 

• Capture 2.2% of that as value (revenue) for Pacio by 2028 or $13.5 billion per annum 

• Achieve EBITDA of 64% of revenue or $8.7 billion 

• Raise equity of $25 million via a Security Token Offering (STO) of the Pacio PIO security token 

• Achieve company valuation of $216 billion at a Valuation/EBITDA ratio of 25 by 2028, providing 
exceptional average capital gains for STO investors of 432,000%. (The gain is so high because of 
the profit potential and the relatively small funding required.) 

 

13 Dr Keith Cleland: Results flowing from the application of TARI® to 700+ businesses engaged in Manufacturing, Trades, 

Services, Retail, Wholesale, Trucking etc, indicate an average improvement in unit output of 40+% boosting net profit by an 
average of 96%. 

https://pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
https://pacio.io/docs/PacioDeck2020.pdf
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• Pay dividends of 25% of EBITDA or $2.2 billion per annum to give dividend returns of over 4,000% 
per annum for STO investors 

• List the PIO to allow trading in the PIO 

The remainder of this plan describes how these goals will be met and provides supporting detail. 

5 Achieving the Goals 

5.1 Delivering the Pacio Contribution 
The section 3 Pacio Contribution will be made by: 

a) Developing the Technology described in the whitepaper: 

• The Tender Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) open network which can scale to millions of 
transactions per second to handle world needs 

• Triple Entry Accounting or TEA services 

• TARI® integrated with TEA and process mining 

b) Developing and Deploying the Services and Products described in the whitepaper: 

• The Pacio Integrated Business Suite (PIBS), a suite of SaaS (Software as a Service) systems to 
provide business, accounting, and management tools for the decentralised digital age, 
launched progressively: 

o Pacio Invoice and Payment Service (PIPS) – incorporating TARI® 

o Triple Entry Accounting (TEA) apps and services 

o Business Health Check (BHC) – incorporating TARI® based invoice analysis 

o TARI® service – including BHC upgraded and extended to full TARI® with process mining 

• Apps which run on Tender. The first of these, being developed by Pacio, will be a universal 
digital identity app for use by the PIBS services. 

c) Gaining Adoption 

TEA adoption will be achieved via a combination of product/service design to encourage it (PIPS 
in particular), marketing, plus interaction with stakeholder groups. 

PIPS will start the process by being sold on its other merits, principally low cost and micro-
payment ability, without stressing TEA. The initially hard issue of selling people on what TEA is all 
about will be skipped. Then when the TEA user network has built up behind the scenes thanks to 
PIPS, can users be advised of what TEA can do for them i.e. advising them they got a lot more 
than had counted on from their use of PIPS. In this way PIPS will help set the path to a TEA world. 

Pacio will also interact with or lobby TEA/payment stakeholders such as regulators, auditors, 
standards bodies, accounting software suppliers, academics, business schools, and tax 
authorities to gain support for TEA and to get them on the Pacio bandwagon. This lobbying will 
tip the scales so that TEA will become mandatory on a global level and Pacio its prime solution 
provider. 

TARI® will be sold on its productivity and bottom line improving merits when made easy to use 
day to day thanks to integration with TEA to provide real time inputs. 

The 2028 objective is to have reached the point of enabling businesses, governments, and individuals 
to realise 2% per annum of Pacio’s potential contribution to fixing the $29 trillion cost/loss of current 
systems, which would be worth $595 billion. 
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5.2 Capturing Value (Revenue) for Pacio 
Pacio will capture value (gain revenue) from the $595 billion annual benefit it is enabling by: 

a) Charging Fees for use of the Protocol and Core Products (TEA and PIBS) 

The micropayment capabilities of Tender will allow flexible pricing and charging options to suit 
any entity regardless of type or size. 

Charging for TEA services will be TEA transaction based with a proposed low price of 0.25 cents 
($0.0025) per transaction at launch, reducing even further over time as volumes increase, to 
make price a non-issue for potential users. However, the volumes are such that that small fee will 
provide good results for Pacio.  

Business entities using TEA will store every counter party commercial transaction (purchase 
order, invoice, payment record, messages about the transactions etc) in the system. Entities 
using Pacio systems fully will also store internal transactions. Based on 3 TEA transactions per 
$25 of projected gross world product of $110 trillion14 in 2028 that amounts to 13.3 trillion TEA 
eligible transactions. 

TEA will also replace many business emails of which there were 128.8 billion per day in 201915. 
Extrapolating that to 2028 gives 60.4 trillion business emails. Replacing 25% of these by TEA 
messages gives 15.1 trillion TEA eligible transactions. 

Then there are non-commercial financial transactions, with forex trading dominating. Based on 
$6.6 trillion per business day (260 days per year) in forex trading alone in 201916 at an average of 
$3,000 per trade17 and 3 TEA transactions per trade, the projected number of TEA eligible 
transactions in 2028 is 2.2 trillion. 

The total number of TEA eligible transactions in 2028 from those three sources is 30.5 trillion. 

That is an average of just under 1 million tps (transactions per second). Peak capacity required to 
handle world needs would be at least triple that or multiple millions of tps. This shows the clear 
need for a DLT which can scale to millions of tps ie Tender. 

At 0.23 cents per transaction (the 2024 launch price of 0.25 cents reduced to 0.23 cents by 2028) 
30.5 trillion transactions represents a total market of $69 billion. 

The initial growth rate will be slow, but a tipping point will be reached once TEA becomes the 
standard or even mandatory way of doing accounting. The tipping point should have been 
reached before 2028 given Pacio’s efforts and the push by regulators for more compliant 
systems. The 2022 FTX debacle will greatly increase the pressure to move to regulated provable 
systems such as TEA. 

As first mover and dominant player (“Pacio is TEA” and “TEA is Pacio”), Pacio should be able to 
capture a significant market share. 

For this business plan the projected Pacio share of that market from a 0.025% start in 2024 is a 
conservative 11.25% in 2028 worth $7.8 billion. 

Other PIBS fees for use of PIPS, BHC, TARI® will be in addition to TEA transaction fees and are 
estimated to be 30% of TEA transaction revenue in 2028 or $2.3 billion, providing a total of 
$10 billion in revenue for the ‘Protocol and Core Products (TEA and PIBS)’ stream by 2028. 

 

14 $87.752 trillion in 2019 from Wikipedia increased by -4.4% for 2020, 5.2% for 2021, and then at the long term average of 

3.5% reducing by 0.1% pa after 2023 
15 The Shocking Truth about How Many Emails Are Sent 
16 Forex Statistics 
17 The Foreign Exchange Market in 2020 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gross_world_product
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/shocking-truth-about-how-many-emails-sent/
https://tokenist.com/investing/forex-statistics/
https://securities.cib.bnpparibas/the-foreign-exchange-market-in-2020-three-benefits-of-continuous-linked-settlement-cls
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b) Ancillary Revenue - Tender Apps, Consulting Services, "Big Data" and Process Mining 

Pacio’s leading role with the TEA protocol and associated core services will provide many other 
revenue opportunities. 

Tender Apps 
One is fee based Tender Apps. The initial such app described in the Pacio White Paper is My 
Tender, which will provide greater account, transaction, and app settings security by backing up 
account data on a number of geographically widely dispersed nodes, while making it easy to 
block accounts on a lost device, and to recover the account, transactions, and apps settings data. 

The proposed fee is 1c per device per day, which would provide $3.65 million in revenue per 
million Tender users who opt to use it, and ultimately there could be billions of Tender users 
giving billions in My Tender revenue. 

Other fee based Tender apps planned are the Create Token app and the Tender DB App, which 
together could generate hundreds of millions in revenue. 

The Tender Apps target for 2028 is $1 billion per annum. 

Consulting Services 
SAP18 provides an example of the consulting services that Pacio’s role with TEA will enable.  SAP 
monetises implementation, training, certification, and networking in addition to charging for 
software use. The effective management guidance in real time provided by TEA+ TARI® opens up 
an additional revenue source. 

SAP’s revenue was €27 billion in 2019 or US$32 billion. The 2028 target for this revenue stream 
for Pacio is $1.5 billion per annum. 

“Big Data” and Process Mining 
The main value of Google and Facebook et al comes from the sale of profiling analysis of their 
users’ data. What Google is to consumer data today, Pacio will be to business data tomorrow. 

A major difference, however, is that Pacio TEA users will retain ownership of their data, will share 
in any use of it, and do so consciously. This will still enable many legitimate ways to monetise the 
data with consent. 

One efficiency improving use of data within an entity is “Process Mining”. Pacio TARI® makes this 
available for all sizes of business. As the Economist19 put it “Software-makers are now finding 
ways to untangle the procedural spaghetti [of business processes with inefficiencies of between 
20 and 30% of revenue] with the help of ‘process mining’. Its dull name notwithstanding, it is one 
of the fastest-growing areas of information technology (IT). It generated around $1bn in annual 
sales in 2022, reckons Gartner, an IT consultancy, and could treble in size in the next few years. 
Celonis, a German process-miner, recently raised $1bn at a valuation of $13bn, making it 
Germany’s biggest startup and its hottest tech success story since SAP, a business-software giant, 
was founded 50 years ago.” 

The 2028 target for this revenue stream for Pacio is $1 billion per annum. 

The total of Tender Apps, Consulting Services, "Big Data" by 2028 is $3.5 billion per annum. 

Total Revenue 
The total target revenue by 2028 is thus $10 +  $3.5 or  $13.5 billion per annum. 

The ultimate (beyond the period of this business plan) potential revenue is hundreds of billions. 

 

18 Wikipedia: SAP SE is a German multinational software corporation that makes enterprise software to manage business 
operations and customer relations. The company is especially known for its ERP software. In terms of revenue, SAP is the 
largest European and the world's third largest listed software company. 
19 “The real next big thing in business automation” The Economist 23 March 2023 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP
https://www.economist.com/business/2023/03/23/the-real-next-big-thing-in-business-automation
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5.3 Net Profit and Dividend 
Once the TEA tipping point, profitability, and positive cash flow have been achieved, Pacio will be 
able to deliver a high net profit percentage as cost of sales will be close to zero so incremental 
revenue will go straight to the bottom line. 

The EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation) target for 2028 is a 
good 64% of revenue or $8.7 billion, allowing for $4.8 billion in expenses. 

Executive, development, and marketing teams plus related expenses will expand faster than revenue 
initially to develop and market the Pacio technology, products, and services to achieve near universal 
adoption. However, growth of these will be slower than the revenue growth rate once the TEA 
tipping point is reached thanks to viral adoption. Expenses for customer support and admin will be 
more in proportion to revenue though with economies of scale also applying. The result is that 
EBITDA as a percentage of revenue is expected to increase from around 2026. 

Income tax will be low given that only Pacio’s Saint Lucian sourced income is subject to tax, meaning 
that a high percentage of EBITDA will be available for funding growth and paying dividends. 

The proposed dividend once profitability is achieved is 25% of EBITDA or $2 billion per annum by 
2028. 

5.4 Funding 
The funding being raised is $25 million in 2023. The section 12 Projections show that this expected to 
be sufficient to achieve the goals of this plan, with a safety reserve. (At only 50% achievement of the 
revenue targets the low cash position is $6 million in 2025.) 

Details of the investment offer and returns are given in section 13 Investing. 

6 The Group 
The holding company of the group is Pacio Core Ltd (PCL), a Saint Lucia International Business 
Corporation (IBC) No 2017-00308, Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) 213800O586MVS6Q3RL32, 
incorporated on 28 August 2017, with registered office address: Hewanorra House, Pointe Seraphine, 
Castries, Saint Lucia, LC04 301, West Indies 

The Pacio Memorandum and Articles of Association were amended in November 2020 to increase 
the authorised capital to US$50 million and to provide for tokenised digital share certificates via the 
PIO token in preparation for the STO (Security Token Offering) described in section 13.1 PIO Security 
Token Offering. 

The Memorandum was updated again in January 2022 to reflect changes in Saint Lucian corporate 
law under OECD and FATF pressure which made Pacio a resident of Saint Lucia for tax purposes. This 
means that Pacio subject to tax of 30% of net profit of Saint Lucian sourced income. Non-Saint Lucian 
sourced income (the vast majority for Pacio) is not subject to income tax under current legislation. 
The Pacio Memorandum and Articles of Association after both sets of changes are here. 

Pacio’s financial statements for 2021 and the 2020 comparatives have been audited by CTA 
Solutions. 

PIOs represent ordinary shares of one class only. There is no special class with greater voting rights 
for founders. 25 million PIOs have been issued in return for $1.4 million in seed funding and founder 
contributed intellectual property. A further 25 million PIOs for 50% of the company are available via 
the investment offer described in section 13 Investing at $1 per PIO to raise $25 million, with the 
company being valued at $50 million as shown in the Company Valuation table on page 25. 

In 2020 PCL acquired three small private companies in the UK that were associated with our history. 

https://search.gleif.org/#/record/213800O586MVS6Q3RL32
https://pacio.io/docs/PacioCoreLtdAmendedMemorandumAndArticlesOfAssociation2022Notarised.pdf
https://pacio.io/docs/AuditedFinancialStatements2021.pdf
http://ctasolutions.org/
http://ctasolutions.org/
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One of the UK companies has been renamed to Pacio Core (UK) Limited which will enable us to put a 
major country face to Pacio activities. The other two companies have been dissolved and struck off 
the UK Companies House records. 

Pacio LLC was established in March 2021 as a Wyoming USA wholly owned subsidiary to facilitate the 
opening of USD bank accounts which has been completed with Mercury Bank and Wise. Via Wise 
Pacio also has EUR and GBP accounts. A US entity will also be useful for future sales and marketing 
operations in the US. 

6.1 The Team 

David Hartley 
Founder and CEO  
David became one of Australia's leading entrepreneurs in the 70s and 80s 
via Hartley Computer Applications Pty Ltd, supplying solutions (software 
and hardware) for the Accountancy Profession and enterprises in 15 
countries around the world. He was dubbed “the father of client 
accounting” for his company’s work in introducing the profession to the 
use of computers. 

The systems developed by David’s firms have produced and continue to 
this day producing financial statements for millions of businesses. 

David undertook a period of research about modern accounting and 
financial reporting needs post XBRL in 2011 to 2013, then blockchain 

from 2014, including formal study in 2017 via B9Lab Academy leading to Ethereum Blockchain 
Developer certification. David conceived the idea of combining his knowledge and work with that of 
his co-founders and team to deliver the Pacio vision to transform accounting and business with the 
biggest advances in 500 years which will provide huge benefits to the world, as described in the Pacio 
WhitePaper. 

David Hartley has been accepted as an Industry Associate of the University College London Centre for 
Blockchain Technologies in recognition of the Pacio Triple Entry Accounting work. 

David has been a director of twenty or so private companies in six countries. 

 David’s personal page provides more information. 

Dr Keith N. Cleland BA, MA, PhD, Dip Ed.(Tertiary), FCPA, MACE  

Founder and Adviser 
Professor Emeritus and Head of Financial 
Management - Global MBA Institute of International Business Relations 
Steinbeis University Berlin. 

Professor Cleland’s background includes full professor and Head of 
Departments of Accounting and Business Studies at three universities, 
chairman of private and public companies and co-founder of the 
International Christian Chambers of Commerce. 

For the past twenty-five years, Keith has actively consulted with the 
accounting profession and their business clients, helping identify and 

provide solutions for underlying business problems, which led to the crystallisation of TARI® software 
currently installed in numerous accounting practices and adopted by numerous businesses, small and 
large, with turnovers ranging from $250,000 to $12,000,000,000+. 

Keith has published many papers and books on accounting and TARI® as listed here. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hartleydavid/
https://pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
https://pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
http://blockchain.cs.ucl.ac.uk/user/dhartley/
http://davidjohnhartley.com/
http://www.tariinfo.com/company/details.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keith-cleland-72881938
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Keith has been a director and chairman of several companies, including chairman of a public 
company in Australia, referred to in Keith’s book Improving Profit published by Apress New York. 
Case Study 7 describes his role in helping the company achieve success prior to listing, with the 
assistance of TARI. 

Trevor Watters B.Bus (Accty), CPA 

Founder and Executive Director 
 
Moved from a banking background to grow a CPA Public Practice 
around business clients from manufacturing, service, contracting 
and retail sectors. 

Developed and sold ‘TaxPrep’ in 1980 - the first Australian Income 
Tax Preparation software. 

As Technical co-director of Focus Based Management Pty. Ltd., 
Trevor was instrumental in developing TARI® related software to 

help business advisers and their clients apply the findings flowing from the research undertaken by 
Dr Cleland, which was taking place at the coal-face of business. 

Trevor supervised support and upgrades for more than 750 accounting practices in Australia and 
overseas and conducted introductory and advanced workshops in management advisory techniques. 

Trevor has been a director of numerous private companies since 1975 and handled all aspects of 
ASIC regulations. Additionally, he has been a shareholder in ASX listed companies for decades and 
has a good understanding of dividend policy and market movements.  

Marcell Nimfuehr 

CMO Chief Marketing Officer 
Marcell is a software engineer turned marketing specialist. He has 
25 years of work experience, mostly in high tech and start-up 
environments, leading company communication and marketing 
efforts through early stage and growth phases. He is a published 
blockchain author and journalist at Bitcoinblase.at. His dual skills 
make him an ideal product marketing owner.  

One of his experiences was as CTO for the Austrian branch of dot-
com startup Netdoktor at the turn of the Millennium. He also led the 

new media business for medical publishing house Universimed and transformed the company from a 
print publishing house to a multimedia corporation. He did a stint as field communication strategist 
for aid organization Médicins Sans Frontiéres (MSF) before founding a boutique communication 
agency in Vienna, Austria. Before joining Pacio, he was Chief of Operations at Tradershub and also 
ran a crowdfunding ICO with Slovenian crypto company Tradershub.  

In Pacio, Marcell leads marketing and communication tasks as CMO and doubles as a product 
marketing manager. 

Marcell is undertaking an MBA via Bradford University UK. His thesis will be about Triple Entry 
Accounting, using Pacio as a case study. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/trevorwatters/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcell-nimfuehr/
https://www.amazon.com/Improving-Profit-Contribution-Metrics-Bottom/dp/1430263075
https://www.amazon.de/-/en/Marcell-Nimfuehr/dp/1983345415/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=marcell+nimfuehr&qid=1639075980&sr=8-1
https://www.bitcoinblase.at/
https://tradershub.io/
https://tradershub.io/
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Ken Fontius  

Researcher and Caribbean Connector 
With over 25 years experience in all things digital, Ken’s focus is on 
researching effective strategies to implement peer to peer 
economies. His expertise includes identification systems and global 
regulatory specifications with sharp analytical abilities for 
unconventional trends and emerging technologies. 

Ken’s research on digital identity systems was a key part of the 
design of Tender. He has a continuing role there. Ken will perform a 
similar role for the SSIM Database of Facts which is a major 

component of Tender and required for TEA as envisaged by Pacio. That is all about applied research. 

Ken also is Pacio’s Caribbean Connector. Ken’s father was a Saint Lucian MP for 30 years, and also 
had 30 kids! As a result Ken knows “everybody”, and has to be careful about who he dates as he is 
related to half the island! 

Ken contacted David in 2017 when David was in Antigua as a result of a comment posted to a 
blockchain article, with the ultimate result that David moved to Saint Lucia and Pacio is Saint Lucian. 
So Ken’s Caribbean Connector and research skills (finding obscure things of relevance on the web), 
were demonstrated right from the start of Pacio! 

Luka Maljic 

Software Engineer 
Luka is a software engineer specializing in full stack web 
development and video game development, working mostly with 
JavaScript/TypeScript, Python, C#, and Rust programming languages. 

Luka was the lead developer of TARI® Business Health Check (BHC) 
system, the keystone project in the Pacio Integrated Business Suite 
(PIBS). The system is described in the Pacio whitepaper, BHC 
Specification, and the TARI® BHC website. 

Since then, Luka has been working on Tender, and that is where his skills will continue to be applied. 

 

Vadim Frolov 

Tender Architect 

Vadim has over 20 years of software development, information 
systems analysis, design, development optimisation and project 
management experience. His language skills include Rust, C++, Java, 
Python, Assembler, Cuda, OpenCL, JS, PHP, Postgres, Mysql, English, 
German, and Russian. 

Vadim has a 1997 Master’s Degree in Mathematical Linguistics 
(automatic speech recognition, translation and other aspects of 
artificial intelligence) from St. Petersburg State University. 

He has a background in AI and mathematical linguistics. His passion lies in understanding difficult 
matters such as philosophy and developing IT solutions which help improve economies for the good 
of all which aligns perfectly with Pacio’s goals. 

In short, Vadim is a software architect, developer and entrepreneur who has built blockchain based 
micropayment platform, content recommendation and speech recognition systems. He has 
experience in business management and reporting software, including an XBRL validator. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lukamaljic/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vadim-frolov-58abba12b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ken-fontius-a30a04150/
https://pacio.io/docs/BHC_Specification.pdf
https://pacio.io/docs/BHC_Specification.pdf
https://tari.pacio.io/
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Vadim was the initial Tender architect and the one who proposed basing it on Holochain. 

Vadim is currently pursuing his own Smartlike system, but he remains interested in Tender as a 
possible platform for Smartlike. Post funding the connection could be made closer again. Or, if that 
does not happen, then another “Vadim” would be found. 

Nicolas Marshall 
Tender Developer 
Nicolas is mainly a back-end developer, mostly in Rust or Go, who 
uses React/Redux for the front-end part. For 6 years he has been 
deeply involved with the peer-to-peer technologies behind 
blockchains, decentralization and Rust. 

Nicolas worked with Vadim on the initial aspects of Tender, then the 
digital identity aspects of it. His main contribution to Tender is 
covered in the Tender Id and the Identity Manager sections of the 
Tender White Paper. 

Pending funding Nicolas is working on another blockchain project but he remains interested and 
available for help with continuing his Pacio work. Post funding, either Nicolas or another would be 
recruited to complete the work. 

Other Team Members 
Given funding people numbers will grow greatly, but cautiously to ensure the building of a coherent 
and well-functioning team. The positions to be filled are: 

• CTO 

• CFO 

• COO 

• Project Managers 

• Developers 

• Designers 

• Marketing and salespeople 

• Administration people 

• Customer support managers, with support 
contracted out 

Directly employed team members will be assisted by outsourcing work on an as needed basis. 

The total team size is projected to reach 256 by 2028 at a total cost of $22 million in that year. See 
the Human Resources schedule in the Projections for details. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lukamaljic/
https://tender.buzz/docs/TenderWhitePaper.pdf
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7 Accomplishments to Date 
Pacio has worked out the scale of the opportunity loss and cost of accounting, management, 
information technology, and payment deficiencies, or of crime not prevented because of the 
deficiencies, being $25 trillion per annum as an order of magnitude 2023 estimate, as described in 
section 2 Accounting and Management Deficiencies Cost. 

Then Pacio has developed a plan to fixing the problems, as given in section 3 Pacio Contribution.  

Pacio has used its seed funding to do the above and then to get started on key parts of that plan: 

7.1 Tender DLT Network 
Pacio is creating the open Tender Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) network and applications 
platform, a common good, which can scale to millions of zero cost transactions per second with low 
energy usage to support apps involving transactions, especially those with a finance, business, or 
management focus, specifically Triple Entry Accounting and TARI®. 

Tender will enable better currencies; better payment systems; better data management; better 
privacy for people and entities; better identity management; better compliance with regulations; 
better content management; better monetisation of original work; better games; and better more 
fraud resistant accounting for the world’s businesses and entities. 

 

Summary of Tender Features 

• scalability to world needs of trillions of transactions per annum with transaction finality in 
seconds in an environmentally friendly way, built using Distributed Hash Table (DHT) technology 
developed by Holochain without mining or staking, running on any device from a smart phone 
up. That allows for up to billions of nodes with each node adding capacity, thus the scalability. 

• zero cost transactions permitting micropayments and money streaming for any currency 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_hash_table
https://holochain.org/
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• distributed/peer to peer operation – no central servers allowing control and exposure to hacking 

• no mining or staking (= low energy use) with no negative incentives 

• public permissionless DLT operation like that of public blockchains such as Ethereum to provide 
data immutability and strong security with privacy options built in via the Holochain agent-
centric approach allowing storage of private data on own device(s), to assuage the fear of 
entrusting private data to a public network 

• tools and support systems for running apps which define what transactions represent, with the 
data embedded in transactions defined in a standardised way via SSIM20 to facilitate effective 
business and financial use. In Tender everything is done via an app and transactions. A 
transaction does not have to be financial in nature e.g. it could be a message like an email, or a 
social media post, an image, a video, whatever… 

• supports any number of both fungible tokens, including any kind of currency, and non-fungible 
tokens (NFTs), all defined by their apps, with no intrinsic token (no Tender token and no gas fees) 

• built in KYC, AML, CFT, FATF, GDPR regulatory compliance – Tender plays by the rules to work 
better for every legal use. It is not on some ideological mission. 

• integrated digital self-sovereign identity for people and entities as a key part of meeting 
compliance requirements, and enabling financial and TEA transactions 

• recovery options for loss of a device 

• optional validation time for transactions to allow recall (revocation) of monetary transfers made 
in error to overcome a concern of many about blockchain transfers 

• a creator (Pacio) but no owner as it is an open network, a common good 

• network effects make Tender a win win for all people using it 

• ubiquity and inclusiveness as the ability to run on any device from smart phones up means that 
most people in the world will be able to take part in the Tender network, transparently or 
unconsciously in most cases with Tender and apps just being there and working without fuss 

Tender is described more completely at the Tender site or in the Tender White Paper or in deck form: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tender is in development. 

 

 

20 SSIM: Standardised Semantic Information Model. See The Case for SSIM 

https://tender.buzz/
https://pacio.io/docs/TenderWhitePaper.pdf
https://www.pacio.io/docs/PacioCaseForSSIM.pdf
https://tender.buzz/docs/TenderDeck.pdf
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7.2 Make TEA deliverable at world scale for all economic entities 
Pacio has put in the work and creative thinking required to work out how to make TEA deliverable at 
world scale for all economic entities. That is fundamental to generating the trillions of dollars of 
benefits described in this plan. 

The Pacio white paper gives the details, but this diagram encapsulates it: 

 

The Pacio white paper describes the nine prerequisites for TEA to become the world standard, and 
how Pacio will meet them. 

The TEA work by Pacio is being recognised. A UCL (University College London) Centre for Blockchain 
Technologies paper about TEA entitled "REA, Triple-Entry Accounting and Blockchain: Converging 
Paths to Shared Ledger Systems" published in June 2020 cites Pacio 88 times. The significance of that 
is discussed in the Pacio blog Pacio Featured in Landmark Study on the New Accounting Revolution 
and Triple Entry Accounting. 

David Hartley has been accepted as an Industry Associate of the University College London Centre for 
Blockchain Technologies in recognition of the Pacio TEA work. 

Such third-party references will help in the process of getting Pacio recognised and accepted as the 
TEA leaders - the group to go to. Pacio will seek to develop a close ongoing association with the 
Centre for Blockchain Technologies, University College of London, and other similar interested 
groups.  

 

https://pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
http://blockchain.cs.ucl.ac.uk/
http://blockchain.cs.ucl.ac.uk/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3602207
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3602207
https://pacio.io/2020/06/03/pacio-landmark-study-triple-entry-accounting/
https://pacio.io/2020/06/03/pacio-landmark-study-triple-entry-accounting/
http://blockchain.cs.ucl.ac.uk/user/dhartley/
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7.3 Launched BHC as the First Pacio Service 
Business Health Check (BHC) incorporating some of the proven TARI® concepts was launched in 
December 2020. It is described in the whitepaper and in detail in the BHC Specification. 

The BHC landing page describes the benefits BHC will provide for business. 

 

BHC is not yet a full implementation of TARI® as it lacks monitoring and tracking. Those will follow 
once TEA services are available to provide fully integrated and real time TARI® capability that earlier 
standalone TARI® systems requiring manual input were unable to offer. 

BHC is the first step in the path to achievement of the Pacio vision. As described in section 5.1 
Delivering the Pacio Contribution, BHC will be followed by:  

• Pacio Invoice and Payment Service (PIPS) – incorporating TARI® 

• Triple Entry Accounting (TEA) apps and services 

• TARI® service – Business Health Check (BHC) upgraded and extended to full TARI® 

8 Marketing 

8.1 Overall Plan 
The overall marketing objective will be to convince the economic world (business, governments, 
standard setters, regulators, academics, and accountants) that: 

• TEA is the way for accounting and economic record keeping and reporting in the 2020s 

• Pacio is TEA 

• TEA is Pacio 

Reflecting this TEA focus for marketing, the Pacio White Paper products and services of: 

• The Tender network plus its services and apps, some free, some for which a fee is charged 

• The Pacio Integrated Business Suite (PIBS) 

• Other Tender apps to follow 

• Other PIBS apps and services to follow 

• Consulting, training, certification etc 

• Data value in conjunction with users 

have been grouped for business plan purposes into: 

• Protocol and Core Products (TEA and PIBS) 

• Tender Apps, Consulting Services, "Big Data" 

https://pacio.io/docs/BHC_Specification.pdf
https://tari.pacio.io/
https://tari.pacio.io/
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Marketing Modes 
To achieve core system success Pacio marketing will be segmented into four distinct modes that 
interact in various combinations over time:  

Visibility 
Visibility marketing will generate buzz for Pacio as a support role for the other three modes, using 
blogs and social media from 2023. 

Advocacy 
Advocacy will work though community building efforts Advocacy will be the most cost-effective tool 
to generate network effects.  

Lobbying 
Lobbying will bring TEA/payment stakeholders such as regulators, auditors, standards bodies, 
accounting software suppliers, academics, business schools, and tax authorities to agreement on the 
virtues and need for TEA, and get them on the Pacio bandwagon. 

Sale 
Finally, in conjunction with the other modes, the marketing effort will be to generate subscriptions 
for the Pacio products and services as they become available from 2024 onward. 

In Total 
Visibility and Advocacy will generate prospects. 

Lobbying will tip the scales so that TEA will become mandatory on a global level and Pacio its prime 
solution provider. 

Sale will convert the prospects. 

Advocacy will keep customers engaged, in an ongoing feedback loop. 

8.2 Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) 
The Pacio USPs are: 

• 40 years of understanding and experience of the accounting and management problems faced by 
business giving the ability to envisage, implement, and deliver a complete solution, the Pacio 
Integrated Business Suite encompassing TEA and TARI®. 

• The TEA design and adoption plans set out in the white paper as a practical way to see through 
the transition to a TEA world. 

• The unique productivity improving aspects of TARI® which can improve business results like no 
other system.  By including the data TARI® needs in all relevant accounting records via TEA, Pacio 
will make TARI® workable in daily operations for all businesses. 

• Tender as the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) to make it all possible i.e. to make the 
blockchain hype real, which comes from solving the scalability problem of blockchain. Tender can 
scale better than current blockchain systems by up to millions of times, and thus is the first DLT 
system able to cope with world needs of trillions of transactions per annum. TEA cannot happen 
without that. 

• The zero transaction cost of Tender allows microtransaction based system for the first time in 
history. One good earner for Pacio to take advantage of this is PIPS (Pacio Invoice Payment 
Service) which can substantially undercut PayPal et al yet still be very profitable, and at the same 
time start a smooth transition to a TEA world without anyone having to be sold on the idea in 
advance. 
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8.3 Competition 

Tender 
The Tender DLT network with its zero transaction costs and high scalability is currently unique. The 
closest competitors of a kind are third generation blockchains such as Ethereum, EOS, NEO, and 
TRON, and Holochain which was part of the inspiration for Tender. 

Ethereum via version ETH 2 from September 2022 is increasing its transactional capacity greatly from 
its previous 15 tps to 2/3K tps and ultimately to 100K tps, but ETH 2.0 is complicated involving 
sharding and proof of stake. Pacio expects that ETH 2 100K tps capacity is unlikely to be available for 
years, and it will still involve fees, though less than has been the case. Phones will not be able to run 
full nodes. (Tender will be able to scale to millions of tps, does not involve fees, and can run on 
phones.) But Ethereum will be a blockchain that we will need and want to interact with. 

Current blockchain systems are so much more expensive (vs zero) while also being orders of 
magnitude inferior in capacity, as not really to be in the same game. Their greatest strengths 
currently vs Tender are being operational with momentum, plus having dedicated, supportive 
communities. 

Holochain does support apps, and a community of developers is working on Holochain apps. 
Holochain will also boast the virtually unlimited scalability of Tender. However, Holochain is focusing 
on hosting for the so called web3. Thus the Holochain environment lacks Tender’s features of fiat 
synchronised currencies, transactions at zero cost, the governance additions, the support for 
developers, and the framework for building business apps. As a result Holochain and Tender do not 
compete directly. 

Pacio Integrated Business Suite - PIBS 
In the broad sense of Accounting and Management systems Pacio has many competitors as 
described in the separate Pacio Competition document.   

Though some details in that document are now dated, its conclusion 

There is currently no single competitor offering the full range of features that Pacio will provide, 
though there are competitors to aspects of Pacio, and the apps which could be built using Pacio. 

Even where non-Pacio “accounting” or “management” apps exist or appear, apps built on the 
Pacio platform will be competitive or outperform those offerings. Given the power, scope, and 
flexibility of Pacio, this will be the case for any app using Pacio, but especially to those running on 
Tender. 

remains true. 

Business Health Check – BHC -> TARI® 
There are numerous products on the market that offer financial analysis and key indicators. Among 
them are Oracle, Sage, Causal, Jirav, Mosaic Tech, Jedox, Cube Software, Fathom, Limelight, and 
Clarity. What they have in common is that they reproduce classical text-book finance with all its 
overarching complexities, its focus on backwards-looking data, and indicators based on these 
traditional accounting results. When they do go a bit lower they focus on COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) 
calculations, but mostly lack the data to get that right for individual products or sales. 

Whereas TARI® is a distinctly different method for productivity and profitability analysis created by 
Pacio founder Professor Keith Cleland professor emeritus of Steinbeis University and his co-founder 
Trevor Watters. The method is being taught in universities and has been applied by a network of 
consultants over the past 30 years. 

TARI® identifies and tracks the key activity fundamental to bottom-line profitability, measuring input, 
output and the added value result of the activity continuously and that will be in real time thanks to 
TEA which will provide real time activity and COGS data, nudging management to achieve improved 

https://www.pacio.io/docs/PacioCompetition.pdf
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results. It can be applied from a single sale invoice to annual results. This use of non-financial metrics 
to measure business output is key to improving productivity and profit. None of the competitors look 
at the world this way. 

Despite being in use for decades, TARI® has not yet reached the millions that could be gaining huge 
benefits from it, because of the need for manual entry of cost of sale and activity data that existing 
accounting systems don’t provide. Pacio will change that by adding real time support for cost of sale 
and activity data via TEA. 

Pacio Invoice and Payment Service - PIPS 
PIPS will be developed as a Tender based service and app that provides a lower cost invoicing and 
payment system thanks to zero cost Tender transactions. It will have TARI® built in and start the 
adoption of TEA – the transition to a TEA world – easily and transparently. 

The market for PIPS is businesses issuing invoices for payment including individuals such as remote 
workers. 

The market is large – of the order of a trillion invoices per year. The market is already served by many 
systems, some of which are BigTime, Bill.com, Bitrix24, BQE Core Suite, Clio, Deltek Vision, Dynamics 
365, Elorus, FreshBooks, Housecall Pro, Iris Works, Marketing 360, NetSuite, Odoo , PandaDoc, 
PayPal, QuickBooks (various versions), RazorSync, Replicon, Sage (various versions), Square Point of 
Sale, Time Tracker, TimeCamp, Timesheets.com, Tridens Monetization, Verizon Connect, Wave 
Accounting, Xero, Zoho (various versions) or as listed here. 

However PIPS needs to gain only a small market share to achieve the objective of starting the 
transition to TEA. The financial projections of this plan assume market shares for the PIBS products of 
which PIPS is one, ranging from 0.025% in launch year to 1.5% by 2027, then taking off after that as 
viral adoption of TEA occurs. Pacio becomes highly profitable without the viral take-off, as at just the 
1.5% market share of 2027 the projected EBITDA is over a billion dollars. 

PayPal invoicing is perhaps the best known competitor. Reviews here and here show that the most 
common complaint is the fee. Of course, the reviewers there did not know how much they were 
missing out on by not having BHC/TARI® available to them, nor that they could start to gain the 
security, privacy, and fraud protection benefits of TEA in the making! 

A key differentiator between PayPal and PIPS is that the former cannot be used for very small sums 
as the transaction cost is too high. While their cost-structure allows fee-less transactions for specific 
corridors, Paypal’s cost and revenue model dictates charging substantial fees for most business 
transactions. Due to its transactional architecture, PIPS can transfer a single cent or even fractions of 
a cent at a fraction of PayPal’s cost.  

This will be a major advantage in remittance corridors of resource-poor countries and especially in 
machine-to-machine transactions such as IOT.  

TEA Apps and Services 
In the narrower aspect of Pacio’s TEA apps and services, no real competitors yet exist because the 
nine prerequisites for them listed in the Pacio WhitePaper have not been available. The advent of 
Tender plus Pacio’s TEA services and the start of adoption thanks to PIPS will see that change. 

Product/Service TEA Competition 
The Centre for Blockchain Technologies, University College of London researchers whose papers cite 
the Pacio work hundreds of times list Request Network + Gilded, Walmart + DLT Labs, VAKT + 
ThoughtWorks, R3 Corda, Figure Technologies, PayPie, and T-Mining for TEA case studies in addition 
to Pacio. 

Our view is that none of these contenders meet, or are likely to meet, the 8 Prerequisites required 
for successful widescale adoption of TEA defined in the Pacio whitepaper. Most specifically they are 
unable to handle the amount of data involved – they cannot scale like Pacio can thanks to Tender. 

https://www.capterra.com/billing-and-invoicing-software/
https://www.capterra.com/p/179253/PayPal-Invoicing/reviews/
https://zipbooks.com/blog/paypal-invoice/
https://www.pacio.io/docs/PacioWhitePaper.pdf
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A number of well-funded TEA projects have failed and they failed for two reasons: they were not 
trusted and they could not scale as required. One example is the ConsenSys general TEA accounting 
system named Balanc3 based on Ethereum which has been abandoned. 

Horizontal Player TEA Competition 
Accounting software corps like SAP, Sage, Intuit (Quickbooks), Xero, etc are not, to our knowledge, 
currently developing TEA as it changes the landscape to those companies’ detriment. They seek to 
provide a total solution, not to provide a low cost per transaction service for all. TEA actually makes 
the process simpler for suppliers to build apps which could compete with the SAP etc offerings at far 
lower cost.  

Big Four Auditing/Consulting Firm TEA Competition 
The Big Four can’t implement TEA directly because they are interested parties, whether as auditor or 
consultant. TEA must be agnostic to the corporations using it to avoid conflicts of interest and loss of 
trust. Pacio will seek to build co-operative relationships with the Big Four for the use of TEA. 

However, it is acknowledged that one or more of the Big Four could attempt to muscle in on the 
action when the potential becomes apparent. In that event Pacio would have first mover plus 
genuine independence advantages. 

Inertia Competition 
The hardest “competitor” for TEA to overcome may not be competitors in the normal sense, but the 
inertia of the old ways, and foot dragging by standards and regulatory bodies. Our secret weapons in 
this regard, our two feet in the door, are the deceptively simple BHC/ TARI® and PIPS apps, helped by 
the increasing awareness from the likes of the FTX disaster of 2022 that change is necessary.  

8.4 Geographic Spread 
The Pacio services apply worldwide and are being designed to allow for internationalisation as to 
language and local or regional regulatory differences. 

However, initially all products and services will use English and focus on the major English speaking 
markets of: 

• USA 

• British Commonwealth starting with the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, 
then progressively India, South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana…. 

Other countries/regions and languages will follow starting from around 2026 as Pacio scales. Key 
countries/regions will be the EU (Germany, France, Italy, Spain), Japan, Korea, China, or as interest 
dictates.  

8.5 Marketing Human Resources 
The marketing team is planned to increase from the current CMO to CMO plus 4 core people and 4 
times as many contractors ie 16 in 2023 post funding, then to grow at 2 core people per annum and 4 
times as many contractors, reaching totals of 14 core people and 56 contractors by 2028. 

The budgeted marketing HR expense for those people rises from $600K in 2023 to $6 million in 2028. 

See the Human Resources schedule in the Projections for details. 

8.6 Marketing Budget 
The annual budget for marketing in addition to the human resources cost is 5% of revenue with a 
minimum post funding of $2.5 million. That equates to $2.5 million in 2023 growing to $674 million 
by 2028. 

For more detail see the Profit and Loss in Projections. 
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8.7 Specific Service/Product Plans  

8.7.1 Pacio Invoice and Payment Service - PIPS 
Marketing of the Protocol and Core Products will start with PIPS. 

Pacio will focus on marketing PIPS to SMEs via resellers (such as CPAs or business coaches) and to 
remote workers (outsourcing contractors) who are a large and growing group internationally that is 
easily identifiable and reachable and in need of a better invoicing and payment service.  

The low fees of PIPS versus the competitors plus the unique advantage of integrated BHC/TARI® will 
provide good USPs for marketing PIPS. 

PIPS revenue-related target groups  

• SMEs with a strong focus on online transactions. This can be further segmented to SaaS, 
companies with a large volume of low-value transactions, maybe with a wide variety of 
currencies.  

• Remote workers 

• CPAs in three hierarchical layers – from investors to second-time contacts  

• In a second phase corporations that are (virtual and physical) platforms with thousands of 
business partners who would act a standard setter, forcing (incentivizing) others to join.  

8.7.2 PIPS with Business Health Check (BHC) -> TARI® 
Pacio has identified two key markets for BHC: SME businesses directly, and business advisors (often 
accountants in practice). 

BHC/TARI revenue-related target groups 

• CPAs or Accountants – total addressable market is 1.6 million, reachable via LinkedIn, accounting 
associations, and targeted advertising  

• SMEs – tens of millions worldwide, especially where companies have no inhouse accountant  

Target Markets 
As the White Paper says: 

The TARI® service will enable apps to be developed that provide real time guidance or business 
improvement, and thus real time management, as a better replacement for what is currently 
known as management accounting. 

Results flowing from the application of TARI® to 700+ businesses engaged in Manufacturing, 
Trades, Services, Retail, Wholesale, Trucking etc, indicate an average improvement in unit output 
of 40+% boosting net profit by an average of 96%. 

That is huge. The ‘Losses from Lack of Knowledge’ cautious (low) estimate in Accounting and 
Management Deficiencies Cost is 10% of GDP or $10 trillion at 2028 when world GDP is expected 
to be $100 trillion. Widespread adoption of TARI® can prevent trillions of those losses occurring 
and thus dramatically improve national productivity and wealth. 

Despite the successes and the glowing testimonials from people who have used TARI®, it has not 
achieved the scale it deserves, because current accounting systems do not store or provided the 
cost of goods and activity data that it needs on an invoice or quote basis. (TARI® has been 
implemented as standalone software, but not as an integral part of a general accounting 
package.) 

Pacio will fix the missing data problem by including cost of goods and activity data in all relevant 
accounting records via TEA. This automation in real time via TEA will make TARI® workable in 
daily operations for all businesses for the first time and will be of great significance for 
management accounting and business. 
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Some of TARI®’s successes are described in Keith’s book Improving Profit | Using Contribution 
Metrics to Boost the Bottom Line. Much more about TARI® is available through the many books 
and papers published by Keith, as listed at TARI Info. 

That will be an easy sell! 

However, targeting will be needed. The potential business types which can benefit from BHC/TARI 
number in the tens of thousands, as discussed in the linked document and page in section 7.3 
Launched BHC as the First Pacio Service. 

The plan is to: 

• select a small number of business types. The initial ones will probably be manufacturing, trade, or 
service businesses (not retail) as the TARI benefit is greatest for them 

• work with beta users in one then several of the target geographic markets to perfect the product 
for them eg re the advice offered by BHC 

• once all is good for a particular business type, use the Visibility, Advocacy, and Sale aspects of the 
plan to build subscriptions in all target regions 

• repeat for the next batch of business types 

Marketing of BHC will support PIPS sales efforts. 

8.7.3 TEA and Pacio Integrated Business Suite (PIBS) 
Once the Pacio TEA service is available we will seek to co-operate with many stakeholders including 
businesses who will adopt TEA; new app developers; existing accounting or business software 
suppliers such as SAP, Intuit, Sage, Xero etc; accounting standards setting bodies such as IFRS and 
FASB, regulators, tax authorities, auditors, and accountants including the “Big Four”.  

The proposed low price of 0.25 cents ($0.0025) per TEA transaction at launch, reducing even further 
over time as volumes increase, should make price a non-issue for potential users. However, the 
volumes are such that that small fee will provide good results for Pacio.  

At 0.23 cents per transaction (the 2024 launch price of 0.25 cents reduced to 0.23 cents by 2028) the 
estimated eligible 30.5 trillion transactions in 2028 represent a total market of $68 billion. 

Complete adoption will take years but PIPS which will use TEA invoices will transparently begin 
changing the business world over to TEA. That will be key to gaining adoption. Users will not need to 
be sold on the advantages of TEA, just the initially more visible benefits of PIPS. Then hey presto, we 
have a TEA world! 

In the first phase of implementing TEA, the sales team will aim to onboard a major international 
corporation that will benefit highly from triple entry accounting. That could be a conglomerate such 
as Amazon where all suppliers and sellers have to use TEA or AirBnb where hosts participate. The 
latter company is an ideal case since TEA can have a direct connection to city and tax authorities. 
AirBnB wouldn’t be faced with black-market hosts.  

As per the Overall Plan Lobbying will tip the scales so that TEA will become mandatory on a global 
level and Pacio its prime solution provider. 

Marketing of the additional products and services of PIBS as they become available will follow on 
from the PIPS and BHC/TARI® start, with an ever-wider outlook over the years. 

The numbers are large as the calculations for TEA and PIBS Market and Revenue as part of this plan’s 
financial projections show, with TEA transaction fees dominating at $7.7 Billion by 2028 with $2.3 
Billion in PIBS fees for a total of $10 Billion. See the TEA and PIBS Market and Revenue schedule in 
Projections for the details. 

http://www.apress.com/us/book/9781430263074
http://www.apress.com/us/book/9781430263074
http://www.tariinfo.com/company/details.htm
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8.7.4 Tender Apps, Consulting Services, "Big Data" and Process Mining 
The overall Pacio visibility and advocacy marketing will market Tender as the network for everything 
else. 

In addition, Pacio will attract app developers to build on Tender. The scalability of Tender with zero 
fees plus its many other features is sure to generate lots of excitement which will attract developers 
and users. 

Marketing of Consulting Services plus "Big Data" and Process Mining systems  will follow naturally 
from success with the core systems and Tender apps. 

9 Roadmap 
The Pacio roadmap is: 

• Q2 2023 
- complete raising of funds as per this plan 
- start building the team to scale Pacio 
- continue Tender development 

• Remainder of 2023 
- continue Tender development  
- start PIPS development 
- start Visibility marketing 
- start building associations with the Centre for Blockchain Technologies, University College of 
London and other academic, industry, and Government bodies 

• 2024 to 2028 
- launch Tender 
- launch PIPS 
- launch other parts of PIBS progressively 
- continue development of Tender and Tender apps 
- extend BHC to make it full TARI® with process mining, integrated with PIPS 
- scale up marketing, sales, and support 
- build revenue and user numbers 
- reach the TEA tipping point, profitability, and, positive cash flow to deliver the goals of this plan 
- start paying dividends 

10 Intellectual Property 
Pacio product or service names will be trademarked where possible as TARI® already is. 

Tender and TEA will be open source. They need to be as part of gaining universal adoption. 

Aspects of Tender particularly the use of a Distributed Hash Table, and the Rust development 
environment were inspired by Holochain (HC) which is being developed by a big team - some 70 
people – as an open source project. Thus we are able to make use of HC work for nothing, provided 
only that we acknowledge it, as we do, and don’t then try to patent or otherwise claim intellectual 
property right ownership of the HC code and what we have derived from it. 

Some Tender apps, such as the Id app, and a transfer app are so intrinsic to Tender that they will also 
be open sourced, but Pacio for profit apps which run on Tender can be Pacio proprietary. 

TEA (Triple Entry Accounting) as a concept or idea can't be patented just as its predecessor double 
entry accounting can't be. 
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Further, TEA must be open source for it to become a world standard, but add-on services and apps 
can be for profit. The Tender and TEA diagrams in the whitepaper are colour coded to show which 
parts are open source and which are Pacio for profit components. Others could build competing 
products or services on top of the open source TEA components, but Pacio can still dominate and 
gain the majority of the available market by being the creator and leader. 

PIPS (Pacio Invoice and Payment Service) is a Tender app which charges a fee even though the 
payment part via Tender will involve no fee. Customers are not likely to object given that the fee at 
1% max $1 initially is so much less than competitors such as PayPal charge which is 2.9% to 4.4% (no 
cap) plus a further fee in some cases. The PIPS fee can be further reduced as volume grows, in accord 
with the Pacio ethos of sharing benefits: help PIPS grow, and your cost will go down. 

Other parts of PIBS similarly provide profit opportunities despite the open source base. 

For potential investors who might be worried about open source code at the core of what Pacio 
does, consider the following examples: 

The internet and the operating system (Linux) that drives most of its servers, are all open source. The 
wealth comes from building on that, as for all of the world's first four trillion-dollar companies: 
Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, and Alphabet (Google). 

Neither Google's nor Facebook's core products have valuable IP. The value is in the users. That's the 
big change in recent decades. TEA needs Tender, and since Tender makes money transfers free, 
there is no incentive to "steal" the technology. As an open source tech it is cheaper and better to join 
than to compete. Tender will bring the users that will make TEA's IP. Neither the Big 4 (accounting 
firms) nor the big accounting software suppliers such as SAP, Intuit, Sage, Xero can do TEA as a 
proprietary service as it would never be accepted as a standard. Tender is our best bet to be not the 
first to market, but the best to market. 

Microsoft became a trillion-dollar company once they stopped trying to protect everything and 
embraced open source. Microsoft, initially fiercely proprietary, now proudly declares it is an open 
source company and is written about by The Economist: “Once a walled garden, the world’s biggest 
tech firm wants to liberate digital information.” 

As another example, Tesla has lots of patents, but has made them open - free to anyone who wants 
to use them as part of building the new electric car economy. It is just the same with us. We are 
building the new distributed economy. For that to take over it must be open at its core. 

Yes “Open Source Has Won”. Pacio will be a part of this victory by embracing open source while also 
aiming to be a highly profitable company like Microsoft et al. 

11 Risks 
The world economy has suffered as a result of the covid-19 pandemic, though Pacio took remedial 
action regarding the changed outlook, and the business plan projections take the 2020 contraction 
into account. 

The long term Pacio TEA business applications will be embedded in the triangle of clients 
(corporations and individuals), legislative/regulatory bodies (US GAAP, IFRS, FASB, ARGA etc) and 
existing stakeholders (SAP, Sage, Intuit, Xero, CPAs, the Big Four). The danger here is that of timing – 
that it takes longer than projected for adoption to break through and take off. The questions of the 
first phase also apply here. Though, as stated at the end of the Competition section “Our secret 
weapons in this regard, our two feet in the door, are the deceptively simple BHC/TARI® and PIPS 
apps.” 

https://which-50.com/we-are-an-open-source-company-microsoft-au-cto/
https://which-50.com/we-are-an-open-source-company-microsoft-au-cto/
https://www.economist.com/business/2020/04/23/microsoft-embraces-big-data
https://www.economist.com/business/2020/04/23/microsoft-embraces-big-data
https://which-50.com/open-source-has-won-says-github-ceo-amid-ice-controversy/
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There is a chance that the DLT underlying Tender may fail to perform as expected to enable the 
scalability assumed in this plan, though our own scalability tests run in November 2019 were positive 
and substantiate our claims. 

Planning for a first phase via Tender and PIPS to be augmented by BHC/TARI® reduces the risk of 
failure by allowing for corrective action to be taken. 
 
If these phases work out, the road ahead is very promising as the projections of this plan show. 

12 Projections 
The financial projections of this plan are: 

 

Notes 
1. 100% of 'Total TEA and PIBS Revenue (Protocol and Core Products)', in Schedules. Reducing the % here gives a 

sensitivity analysis. 

2. Tender Apps, Consulting Services, "Big Data"' sales estimated as 36% of 'Protocol and Core Products' revenue based on 
the business plan total projected revenue of $13.5 billion in 2028 

3. From the Human Resources tab 

4. Marketing cost estimated as 5% of revenue minimum $2.5 million. Academic and regulators interaction costs are 
shown separately. 

5. Cost of Sales estimated as 10% of revenue to cover server/cloud and bandwidth costs, minimum $0.5 million 

6. Customer Service contracted out estimated as 12.5% of revenue, minimum $0.25 million. Some of this could be done 
inhouse but for projections purposes it has all been assumed to be contracted out. 

7. Academic and Regulators Interaction expenses separate from marketing, including lobbying costs 

8. Administration, travel, misc costs estimated as 7.5% of revenue, minimum $0.5 million. 

9. An EBITD of 60% of revenue or better is generally considered to be good. Pacio is projected to achieve this from year 4 
after launch. 

10. The projected EBITDA growth rates are very high, and will be critically dependent on the scaling plan and 
implement7ation, especially in regard to people, funding, development, and marketing 
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Notes 
1. From P&L above 

2. Estimated capex which is relatively small on the basis of cloud computing use and distributed team 
members with no major office space 

3. $25 million is being raised via an STO of Pacio's PIO security token as discussed in this business plan 

4. Dividends would be more complex than is modelled here, but for projections purposes a simple dividend of 
25% has been used 

Company Valuation

 

Notes 
1. The STO valuation is based on the income earning potential of the intellectual property (IP) contributed by 

the founders and created by Pacio to 2022.  The calculation is based on the income method discounted for 
risk. The income method values the IP asset on the basis of the amount of income that it is expected to 
generate, adjusted to its present day value, as per https://wipo.int/sme/en/value_ip_assets/ 

2. Estimated share of EBITDA attributable to the 2022 IP, as a percentage, decreasing by 20% per annum to a 
minimum of 5%. 

3. Estimated share of EBITDA attributable to the 2022 IP in millions of $s 

4. NPV of the estimated share of EBITDA attributable to the 2022 IP in millions of $s calculated using a rate of 
10% = the valuation 

5. Valuation discounted to 12.5% of the NPV value to allow for risk, and to give a conservative value for the 
STO, rounded. 

6. Annual valuations based on the higher of the STO valuation of $50 million or the result from an EBIDTA 
ratio of 25. 

 

https://wipo.int/sme/en/value_ip_assets/
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12.1 Schedules 

 
Notes 
1. 2021 starting figure is 87.752 in 2019 from Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gross_world_product 

increased by -4.4% for 2020, 5.2% for 2021, and then at the long term average of 3.5% reducing by 0.1% pa after 2023 

2. Estimate of annual TEA eligible transactions in the world based on 3 per $25 of GDP 

3. From https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/shocking-truth-about-how-many-emails-sent/ 

4. Estimate of the number of business emails eligible for TEA message replacement 

5. Based on 260 business days of $6.6 trillion per day in forex transactions alone in 2019 from 
https://tokenist.com/investing/forex-statistics/ at an average of $3000 per trade from 
https://securities.cib.bnpparibas/the-foreign-exchange-market-in-2020-three-benefits-of-continuous-linked-
settlement-cls/ and 3 TEA eligible transactions per trade 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gross_world_product
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/shocking-truth-about-how-many-emails-sent/
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6. Average transactions per second for the estimated world TEA eligible transactions. Peak capacity required to handle 
world needs would be at least triple this i.e. millions of tps. 

7. Proposed average price for Pacio TEA transaction based services starting at 0.25 cents at launch in 2023, then reducing 
at 2.5% per annum as volumes increase. 

8. Estimated growth factor for Pacio share of world TEA transaction starting from 2 in first full year after launch, then 
increasing by 2 times per year but limited to a maximum of 7.5 

9. Market share % of world TEA eligible transaction starting from 0.025% in launch year, then increasing by the growth 
factor from the row above but limited to a max of 50% 

10. Estimated % of TEA revenue as fees for PIBS systems (PIPS, BHC, TARI etc) starting at 50% in launch year then declining 
by 5% per annum as transaction fees dominate 
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Notes 
This table shows the EBITDA and cash results for full and only partial achievement of the revenue goals. 

At only 50% achievement the results are still good and cash does not fall below $6 million, indicating that a $25 million raise 
is adequate. 

Even at the terrible sales achievements of only 25% or 10% of target the company is ultimately profitable, albeit with cash 
shortfalls of $15 and $51 million. Of course, in the event of such awful sales results remedial steps would be taken to 
reduce the burn rate and reduce the cash shortfalls. 

This sensitivity analysis shows that the business plan is resilient. 

13 Investing 
The plan described in the previous sections is for Pacio to achieve a high EBIDTA of US$8.7 billion by 
2028 and a valuation of US$216 billion, with new funding of US$25 million in 2023. 

13.1 PIO Security Token Offering 
Pacio is running a Security Token Offering (STO) of US$1 PIO tokens to raise the US$25 million in 
return for a 50% share in the company valued at $50 million for the STO as derived in the ‘Company 
Valuation’ table of the section 12 Projections. 

Valuation 
With an EBIDTA of $8.7 billion by 2028 and a Valuation/EBIDTA ratio of 25 Pacio would be valued at 
$216 billion. 

Investor Returns 
A valuation of $216 billion by 2028, provides capital gains for STO investors of 431,900%. 

A 25% dividend of $2 billion in 2028 gives dividend returns to STO investors of 4,000% per annum. 

The returns are so high because of the high profit potential of Pacio with low operating capital 
requirements. 

The Mechanics 
The STO platform chosen is Polymath using their Ethereum based offering. 

 

(Polymath has developed their own Polymesh blockchain, but their Ethereum offering was the one 
that was live when the PIOs were minted.) 

The Pacio PIO Contract on Ethereum went live on 30 November 2020. 50 million PIOs were minted. 

https://polymath.network/
https://etherscan.io/address/0xBD4c60FB0685843cbd22F46EB90a908e8C9520AD
https://polymath.network/
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The Ethereum contracts manage the PIOs, but they do not handle things like KYC/AML checks for 
new investors, nor the paying of dividends, nor CAP Table handling, nor trading, nor the re-issuing of 
tokens for which access has been lost. 

For such things we purchased a member front-end from DigiShares that is white-labelled as a Pacio 
system. 

This gives us: 

• Dashboard for members 

• Dashboard for the company 

• Investor registration and verification (KYC/AML) 

• Token purchases (for people investing in the STO) 

• Internal exchange i.e. OTC trading. Listing of PIOs on other exchanges is a separate and different 
matter, but this gives us OTC trading. 

• Voting 

• Dividend processing 

• Freezing/replacement of tokens for stolen tokens or those to which access has been lost 

• Token shareholder register for company use i.e. not public 

Pacio will initially keep custody of all tokens on behalf of investors via the DigiShares system, though 
the ability will be added for STO investors to transfer tokens to their own wallets, if they prefer that 
and wish to take custody responsibility themselves. Transfer to a wallet is not necessary for trading 
on the internal exchange but is required for trading on external exchanges such as Uniswap. 

STO investors will be able to invest in two ways: 

• Directly using digital currencies: BTC, ETH, or stablecoins 

• By sending FIAT currency (USD, GBP, or EUR) to a Pacio bank account for Pacio to issue the PIOs 
on behalf of the investor 

13.2 Investing 
If you are interested in investing, please contact us for details of how to proceed. 

14 Conclusion 
In achieving its plans Pacio will deliver substantial productivity and net profit improvements for 
businesses while helping economies function better and more equitably for the benefit of everyone. 

It is recognised that, as for all projections, any particular number in this plan can be challenged. 
Nevertheless, the overall need and opportunity size numbers convey the essence of the problems 
and the opportunities. Given that, in providing the projected benefits Pacio has the potential to 
become a major company generating excellent returns for its supporters. 
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